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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: A deployment group
When authoring an Azure Pipelines or TFS Release pipeline, you
can specify the deployment targets for a job using a deployment
group.
If the target machines are Azure VMs, you can quickly and
easily prepare them by installing the Azure Pipelines Agent
Azure VM extension on each of the VMs, or by using the Azure
Resource Group Deployment task in your release pipeline to
create a deployment group dynamically.
Box 2: A deployment group
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/devops/pipelines/release
/deployment-groups

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Applications DBA is tasked with applying 10 patches for the
Accounts Receivable product. There is no order for applying the
patches. According to readme.txt of two patches, only the
database drivers should be applied. These patches are 135792
and 246813. Review this list of steps that the DBA is
considering:
A. Apply gmerged2.drv.
B. Merge 8 of the 10 patches, excluding 135792 and 246813.
C. A, J, K, L, B, J, K, L
D. Apply cmerged1.drv.
E. B, K, C, J, K, L
F. Merge the patches 135792 and 246813.
G. Rename dmerged.drv as dmerged1.drv.
H. Rename cmerged.drv as cmerged2.drv. Q Rename dmerged.drv as
dmerged2.drv.
I. A, M, N, O, B, P, Q, R, D, E, F, G, H, I
J. Apply cmerged2.drv.
K. Apply dmerged2.drv.
L. Rename gmerged.drv as gmerged1.drv.
M. Apply dmerged.drv.
N. B, N, A, M, N, O, D, E, F
O. C, J, K, L
P. Apply cmerged.drv.
Q. Rename cmerged.drv as cmerged1.drv.

R. Merge all 10 patches.
S. Rename gmerged.drv as gmerged2.drv.
Which set of steps would meet the requirement?
T. Apply dmerged1.drv.
U. Apply gmerged1.drv.
V. A, J, K, L, B, K
W. Apply gmerged.drv.
Answer: R

NEW QUESTION: 3
Intelligence has arrived in a number of documents. The
documents include lists of all employees of 10 organizations. A
typical example is "Frank Wilson works as an accountant for an
organization called ABC. He also works as a trainer for an
organization called XYZ". An intelligence analyst has been
tasked with creating a chart so that questions such as the
following, can be answered:
- Who works for ABC as an accountant?
To create the chart, the analyst has to decide how to structure
the data. Which of the following example structures would be
able to answer this question using a search?
A. Exhibit
B. Exhibit
C. Exhibit
D. Exhibit
Answer: C
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A
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